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Director’s Message
Thank you for taking the time to read the 2016/2017 JNET Annual Report. Believe it or
not, the JNET portal has been on-line serving our law enforcement customers since
1998! While the applications and services provided by JNET have grown exponentially
since those early days over 19 years ago, this past year was a time of re-evaluation for
JNET.
In partnership with our Steering Committee and input from our users, we initiated
planning sessions to develop a new vision, mission and strategies to guide JNET for the
foreseeable future. We intentionally aligned our plan with the overall Office of
Administration Office of Information Technology (OA OIT) plan to ensure that our future
goals corresponded with the larger information technology needs of the
Commonwealth.
To highlight, we identified four key strategic goals for JNET:
1. Optimize Services: To improve the availability, performance, accuracy and utility
of JNET portal and messaging services.
2. Transform Government: Modernizing systems and leveraging Enterprise
solutions to minimize risk.
3. Enable Innovation through Integration: Expanding JNET’s role as a data
integrator and service provider.
4. Empower Users: Improving the JNET user experience for both practitioners and
agency administrators.
To ensure that we remain committed to these goals, I have implemented semi-annual
portfolio management sessions with the JNET management team where we measure
our accomplishments against the commitments articulated in our strategic plan.
I encourage you take a few moments to review our new plan. You can find a copy on the
JNET public site here: http://www.pajnet.pa.gov/Documents/JNET_Strategic_Plan.pdf
I also encourage your comments and feedback. If there are services or applications that
JNET could provide or improve that would make you job easier, safer or more efficient,
please contact our communications team at ra-jnetcommunication@pa.gov
Thank you,

Eric Webb
Executive Director
PA Justice Network
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JNET Customers
JNET serves law enforcement and public safety officials at the federal, state and local level.
Typical users are police, probation officers, courts, 911 and booking centers, district attorneys
and domestic relations. JNET has over 26,000 active accounts in the JNET user community as
follows:
37 state organizations
44 federal agencies
8 business partners
67 counties connected to JNET
1,199 municipal police departments

Customer Success Stories – A Focus on Fighting Heroin
JNET receives numerous success stories throughout each year. They include small police
departments expanding the use of technology to help with local crimes, identification of wanted
people through facial recognition, and growing use of the Integrated Sex Offender Assessment
Tracking System. These are all great successes from the federal, state and local level and we
thank everyone for sharing them with JNET.
In fiscal year 2016/2017, with so much focus on the fight against heroin and the tragic deaths it
is causing both in Pennsylvania and across the country, anecdotes from the FBI Violent Gang and
Drug Task Force in Philadelphia are especially pertinent. They shared five stories this year with
the common theme of investigations initiated due to heroin or fentanyl deaths or overdoses.
One sergeant from the task force noted, “These are arrests that would not have happened
without the magic of JNET.” The task force uses many JNET applications at the start of and
throughout their investigations including Background Check, Photo Search, Federated Search,
Facial Recognition and Traffic Stop.
The results and impacts of these stories are the real successes. Eight people were arrested and
warrants were issued for two more. Additionally, the following items were seized:
 6,443 packets of heroin (numerous
tested positive for fentanyl)
 $52, 321
 Undisclosed amounts of:
 Cocaine
 Crack cocaine
 Marijuana
 Unmarked pills
 7 hand guns

 1 rifle
 1 shotgun
 21 rounds of ammunition and a 50round magazine
 Bill counter
 Hydraulic kilogram press
 Drug packaging and stamping
equipment
 Scale

JNET thanks our user community for sharing their stories about how JNET contributes to their
law enforcement and criminal justice efforts.
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JNET Overview
Fiscal Year 2016/2017 Highlights
JNET updates its strategic plan annually, but it had been five years since the plan was reviewed
to ensure it adequately aligns with the current needs of our office, stakeholders, customers and
users. To address this, JNET completed a review and analysis of its most recent plan to ensure
alignment with the Office of Administration’s Office for Information Technology’s plan. This
effort was done through the JNET Steering Committee and included outreach to our users. The
new strategic plan was completed in January 2017 and can be found on JNET’s public website.
Highlights of the plan can be found in the next section of this report.
The ongoing Mid Atlantic Regional Information Sharing (MARIS) initiative continued in fiscal year
2016/2017 and was highlighted by the addition of arrest data from Delaware, New York,
Virginia, Washington, D.C. and West Virginia. This data allows us to notify agencies that receive
notifications on persons of interest if they are arrested in these states. Prior, JNET could only
provide arrest information from Pennsylvania and Maryland. There have been some challenges
that forced New York, Virginia and West Virginia to temporarily stop sending data, but we
anticipate they will resume in the next fiscal year.
JNET completed its effort to transition applications to a responsive design platform (mobilefriendly) to make them easy to use on any device. The final four applications that transitioned in
fiscal year 2016/2017 were Address Search, Warrant Search, Background Check, and Federated
Search.
JNET partnered with the PA Chiefs of Police Association and PA State Police to roll out Mobile
Fingerprint Identification known as Mobile ID. Mobile ID, funded through a PA Commission on
Crimes and Delinquency grant, has been deployed to police departments throughout
Pennsylvania and provides a hardware and secure infrastructure solution to interact with the PA
State Police Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS). The device allows you to take a
fingerprint of someone who might not have any identification and query that fingerprint in AFIS
to determine if the person has previously been fingerprinted. If there is a match, the officer will
receive details about the individual back through the device.
In collaboration with the Juvenile Court Judges’ Commission, JNET replaced the Juvenile
Tracking System (JTS) application with the new Juvenile Information Inquiry (JII) application.
The functionality of the new application is similar to the previous application, but the navigation
and menus have changed. An online training course was developed to support the transition to
the new application.
JNET also made several upgrades and enhancements to foundational technologies that support
our applications and services. While these projects and work efforts go unnoticed to our users,
they are necessary to efficiently maintain our platform, software and data exchanges.
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Strategic Planning
JNET adopted a new strategic plan in fiscal year 2016/2017 to align its efforts to meet the
current business and technology needs of those we serve. Highlights from the new plan are
below.
Vision
To be the data integration innovation leader for Pennsylvania’s criminal justice and public
safety communities.
Mission
To provide highly-available, secure, and accurate data and integration services to
Pennsylvania’s criminal justice and public safety communities.
Goals
Optimize Services
Transform Government
Enable Integration through Innovation
Empower Users

Governance Structure
The purpose of the JNET governance structure is to establish a strategic direction for the
investment in information solutions across the commonwealth's technology enterprise and to
direct implementation of a comprehensive integrated justice information system. The JNET
office worked with the steering committee to increase their input on proposed projects. Scoring
proposed projects in the past was only done within the JNET office; a new scoring system was
implemented to ensure JNET is selecting the right projects in the right order with all
stakeholders in mind. It allowed JNET to provide more information to the steering committee
on its overall portfolio and the managing of that portfolio.
The JNET governance structure consists of an executive council, steering committee and the
JNET Office. Each entity is responsible for fulfilling specific activities necessary to support JNET.
Supporting the JNET governance structure are Executive Order 2014-02 and Management
Directive 245.16, which can be found on the Office of Administration’s website.
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JNET Executive Council
Policy and Strategic Vision
Budget-Oversight

Agency Chief Executive or Designee from the following agencies
Department of Corrections
Pennsylvania State Police
Board of Probation and Parole
Commission on Crime and Delinquency
Board of Pardons
Juvenile Court Judges' Commission
Department of Public Welfare
Department of Transportation
Governor’s Policy Office
Governor's Office of Administration

Office of the Budget
Office of General Counsel
Office of Inspector General
Office of Administration, Deputy Secretary for Information
Technology
Office of Administration, JNET Executive Director
Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts
Office of Attorney General
Commission on Sentencing

JNET Steering Committee
Tactical Planning
Data Sharing Standards

Representatives selected by Agency Heads
All agencies from the JNET Executive Council
Plus up to three at-large members from federal,
State or county/local criminal justice agencies for two
year terms. At least two will be from county/local
criminal justice agencies.

JNET Office

Operational Management
Development and Implementation
JNET Executive Director
JNET Office Staff

Organizational Structure
The JNET office is comprised of commonwealth employees and contracted resources with the
overall total increasing and decreasing depending upon current projects, initiatives and
organizational goals.

Executive Director
JNET Steering
Committee / JNET
Agency Advisory
Subcommittee

Executive
Assistant/
Procurement

Business Office

Communications
Office

Project
Management
Office

Continual Process
Improvement

Application
Support

Application
Development
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Business Office
The JNET business office is responsible for oversight and support of the JNET project life
cycle and works with JNET stakeholders to elicit, analyze, communicate and validate
requirements for changes to business processes, policies and information systems. The
office understands business problems and opportunities in the context of the requirements
and recommends solutions that enable JNET to achieve its goals.
Communications Office
The JNET communications office is primarily responsible for business relationship processes
with and promoting JNET among municipal, county, state and federal agencies within the
state. The communications team works with the user community and provides solutions to
all issues and inquiries through the JNET service desk and other user touchpoints. They also
maintain a repository that provides statistical data used for reporting and process
improvement modeling purposes and oversee JNET’s training efforts.
Project Management Office
The JNET project management office (PMO) performs coordinated planning, prioritization
and execution of projects that are tied to JNET’s overall business objectives. It also provides
project management support functions in the form of software (Microsoft Project) and
standardized policies and procedures. The PMO ensures that management receives accurate
and timely information about all projects and major activities. Finally, the PMO provides
resource allocation planning to ensure that appropriate resources are assigned to projects.
Continual Service Improvement (CSI)
The CSI Manager is responsible for regular review, monitoring and measuring of services to
ensure that service levels are being met or exceeded. CSI staff also explore opportunities to
increase service efficiency through refined processes and methods.
Applications Support
The JNET applications support team is responsible for maintenance and support of the
applications within JNET. The application environment consists of the following core
application areas: web query applications, messaging infrastructure, security platforms,
service bus technologies and end-user presentation layers. Primary functional areas within
applications support are web hosting and maintenance, application enhancements, web
services, support and testing.
Applications Development
The JNET applications development team is responsible for developing products and
services defined by our customers and JNET governance. This team is responsible for
software design, construction, testing and implementation. The JNET software development
process integrates software development and quality assurance practices into a flexible, yet
orderly, approach. The application development team also conducts technical assessments
and makes recommendations to the JNET management team concerning existing and
potential software, upgrades and platforms.

Budget
JNET’s total operating budget for fiscal year 2016/2017 was $4,802,000. These funds supported
JNET’s reliable and secure infrastructure, ongoing application development and support,
procurement of contracted resources and deployment of JNET’s architectural upgrade. As
depicted in the JNET budget history graph below, the budget has remained relatively level for
September 26, 2017
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the past eight years. Additionally, JNET received state and federal grant money, $731,000 and
$162,000 respectively, for specific projects as shown in the next table. The total budget
including operating and grant funding for fiscal year 2016/2017 was $5,695,000.
Grant Type
State
State
State

Project
Amount
Inter County Probation Transfer
$81,000
Electronic Reporting Improvement*
$150,000
JNET High Availability and Facial Recognition
$500,000
Improvements
Federal
Evidence Tracking
$105,000
Federal
Mid Atlantic Regional Information Sharing
$57,000
* Electronic Reporting was awarded during 2015/2016 and balance carried over to 2016/2017.
JNET Budget History
The graph below provides a historical look at JNET’s state funded budget over the past 10
fiscal years.
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JNET Services
The Pennsylvania Justice Network (JNET) is the Commonwealth's primary public safety and
criminal justice information broker. JNET's integrated justice portal provides a common online
environment for authorized users to access public safety and criminal justice information. This
critical information comes from various contributing municipal, county, state and federal
agencies. One-time data entry has improved the effectiveness of participating agencies and has
significantly improved data accuracy throughout the Commonwealth's criminal justice system.
Information entered into a records management system at the onset of an investigation can
now follow the offender through the criminal justice system from beginning to end. As
offenders pass through the gateway of justice all the way to post-sentencing supervision,
offender information flows in concert with the offender's progression.
JNET’s services can be categorized into two main areas: the JNET portal and messaging, which
includes notifications. The JNET service catalog was redesigned to align with the new enterprise
template. The service catalog details every portal application (39) and services available (30) to
JNET users and agencies.

The JNET Portal
The JNET portal is a secure mobile-friendly internet website that provides authorized users
access to criminal justice data through 40 inquiry-based applications. The majority of these
applications are mobile-friendly, as is the JNET website itself. Additionally, the website is used as
a communication channel to provide updates about any information that impacts users such as
changes, maintenance, outages and new features. A complete list of all applications, including a
description and the data provider, can be found in Appendix A.
While many of the
applications are
built to pass data
from a data
provider to an end
user, JNET has
built applications
that combine data
from multiple
providers and
return that data to
the end user using
a single interface.

Application Usage Volume for fiscal year 2016/2017
JNET Warrant
Search

JNET Photo
Search

1,284,408

1,119,129

JNET Address
Search

JNET Federated
Search

328,686

422,352

Department of Labor
& Industry
Employment
Information

Domestic
Relations
Warrant Search

JNET Traffic Stop
869,658

JNET
Background
Check
423,707

Department of
Human Services
Recipient Address
Search

To the right are
some of the most
167,054
128,197
commonly used
applications
available on the NET portal and their usage volumes in fiscal year 2016/2017.

52,434
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Messaging
Messaging is JNET’s ability to build system to system interfaces to produce data exchanges,
event services and notifications. This allows computerized records systems within criminal
justice agencies to interface with JNET to access data related to that agency. It provides
interfaces that publish events, such as court case events, and allows JNET users to subscribe to
notifications related to those events.
Event Messaging and Data Exchanges
JNET Messaging Infrastructure (MI) is the message broker that allows the secure transfer of
information between agency systems and users. This data exchange and event messaging
model provides stakeholders with the ability to maintain ownership and control of their
data systems. This has elevated county and state agency data availability, including
participation in electronic data exchange and subscription to real-time event messaging
services. While the MI is a retired service, it still is the vehicle used to deliver approximately
42 percent of all JNET messages and data exchanges.
JNET continues to focus on new data exchange efforts through web
services via JNET’s Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) instead of relying on
JNET’s MI. This strategy includes maintaining existing JNET MI
connections to support legacy data exchanges between JNET and
our business partners. However, when appropriate and feasible,
JNET converts MI exchanges to web-services through the ESB.
Even with JNET focused on migrating messages to JNET ESB, the number of messages
processed through JNET MI continues to increase annually. Business partners continue to
publish messages through the JNET MI environment and JNET ESB also integrates with JNET
MI to publish and receive messages. A complete list of all available messaging services can
be found in Appendix B.
The transition from MI to ESB is providing JNET the opportunity to re-baseline statistical
information to achieve a more reliable, repeatable method of reporting. The graphic below
shows the total messages through both messaging channels for fiscal year 2016/2017.

JNET Messaging
Fiscal Year 2016/2017
Total 143,084,000

83,537,000
58%

59,547,000
42%

Message Infrastructure
Enterprise Service Bus
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Notifications
As the hub of the commonwealth’s criminal justice information sharing efforts, JNET is in the
unique position of providing notification alerts of critical events within the criminal justice
system to interested professionals. A prime example of such notifications is a probation
officer subscribed to arrest notifications for their supervised offenders. Should one of their
supervised offenders be arrested, that would trigger an email to the probation officer with
minimal details. From there, the probation officer can login to their JNET notifications for a
complete description.
Virtual notifications provide JNET users with the same functionality as traditional JNET
notification services without the local database requirements. Authorized users can access
the JNET virtual notifications application and either manually enter or upload information to
populate a watch list. JNET then securely stores that information and compares it against
notification event messages. Each watch list can be configured to ensure that messages
matching individual persons of interest are sent to specific recipients. A complete list of
available notifications can be found in Appendix C.
The graphic below displays JNET notifications generated by events of JNET business
partners.

Court Case
Event
Notifications
• 299,471

Prison
Notifications

Arrest
Notifications

• 83,646

• 61,297

Driver License
Address
Change
Notification
• 40,602
• 61,295

Parole
Notifications

Protection
from Abuse
Notifications

• 4,355
• 2,851

Domestic
Relations
Warrant
Notifications

Out of State
Arrest
Notifications
• 2,102

• 2,544

*Numbers include Maryland for entire fiscal year. Five additional states were added in September 2016.

Total Notifications Delivered and Confirmed in
Fiscal Year 2016/2017
505,543
September 26, 2017
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JNET Applications and Data Providers
Application

Description

AOPC UJS Portal

This service provides access to docket sheets for Pennsylvania’s
Appellate Courts, Court of Common Pleas, and Magisterial District
Judges. Authorized users can access the Law Enforcement Portal, local
rules, court calendars and a statewide warrant search.

Crime Network (cNET)

cNET is a web-based police records management system which allows
data sharing between police agencies.

DCNR ATV and
Snowmobile Inquiry

Allows JNET users to search for all-terrain vehicle and snowmobile
records by owner, vehicle and title information.

DOH Birth Record Inquiry

This application provides JNET users with the ability to search for and
retrieve birth certificate record information in order to verify citizenship.

Domestic Relations
Warrants

Users may search by individual names, cases, or entire counties for a list
of outstanding child support warrants from the Pennsylvania Child
Support Enforcement System (PACSES). Information returned includes
the amount of arrears owed at the time the warrant was issued as well
as contact information for the issuing jurisdiction.

DHS Recipient Address
Inquiry

This system allows JNET users to enter search criteria to determine if an
individual of interest is actively receiving cash or food stamp benefits
from the department of human services.

Electronic Reporting
Statistics

Allows JNET users to query reports from the electronic reporting data
provided by county probation offices and county prisons.

ISOATS

The application is used to track offenders and exchange court
information from the courts.

JNET Address Search

Provides practitioners with access to comprehensive address
information from 11 distinct data sources through a unified search
application.

JNET Automated
Registration System

Allows JNET Sponsors to generate electronic invitations to new JNET
users. The new user receives an email notification and clicks on an
embedded link to activate their new account.

JNET Background Check

The JNET Background Check allows JNET criminal history (CH) users to
quickly search PSP criminal history records as well as warrants from the
AOPC and PACSES.

Application

Description

JNET Federated Search

Provides AOPC Docket information, WebCPIN photos, PBPP and county
Probation/Parole information, DOC and county jail information, PSP
criminal history, and PCS sentencing information to JNET users through
one interface.

JNET Photo Search

This application allows users to make a single inquiry and automatically
search for photographs from both PennDOT and WebCPIN – which
contains photographs from several other systems including: HIDTA,
DOC, PBPP, county prisons and county probation offices. Search results
include a link to a map depicting the location of the subject’s home
address and surrounding area.

JNET Traffic Stop

Allows a law enforcement officer to obtain vehicle and driver
information using the least amount of information available. CH users
will be able to run transactions in PA and other states. CJ users are
restricted to Pennsylvania drivers and vehicles.

JNET Warrant Search

The JNET Warrant Search allows users to query warrant information
from CLEAN, NCIC, AOPC and PACSES, through a single search.

JNET Warrant Correction

Provides users with the ability to correct and resubmit warrants that
have been rejected by CLEAN or NCIC, as opposed to manually reentering the entire warrant.

JNET Facial Recognition
System (JFRS)

Allows JNET users to compare an unknown suspect’s image to over 35
million images from PA databases, including PennDOT. JFRS can be used
on mobile devices allowing users to upload images from the field for
instant comparison.

JNET User Provisioning
System

The user provisioning system allows users to request security roles for
further access to specific applications. Similar to the automated
registration application, user requests for additional security roles are
routed to approvers for review.

Juvenile Information
Inquiry (JII)

This Juvenile Court Judges’ Commission application enables authorized
users to view pertinent juvenile justice information via JNET. JII provides
juvenile information, allegation information, disposition information and
other data related to allegations and dispositions. JNET provides
authentication and authorization of criminal justice users to the
application.

Learning Management
System (LMS)

An online system that provides both basic and advanced user training.
Provides training modules for each application available on JNET. Allows
JNET Registrars to track users’ completed trainings and progress.

Application

Description

Law Enforcement Justice
Information Web Interface

Allows all JNET users to query records contained within LEJIS which
houses index information from hundreds of police departments from
across the commonwealth.

License Plate Reader (LPR)
Suspended and Expired

Daily file from PennDOT of license plates expired or suspended

Notifications

JNET Notifications allow users to subscribe to real-time event messages
for comparison against offender watch-lists. When an event message is
published, it is compared against watch-list records and the subscriber is
automatically notified via email. When a significant event such as an
arrest, disposition, want, warrant, state parole violation, PennDOT
change of address or death occurs, users are alerted to check secure
JNET for detailed event information.
Virtual notifications are used by federal and municipal users without
direct access to JNET through the commonwealth network. Virtual
notifications provide these users with the same functionality as
traditional JNET notification services without the local database
requirements.

PA Department of Labor &
Industry Employment
Query

The PA Department of Labor & Industry Employment Query allows users
to access employer data and information and if requested wage data
from the Unemployment Compensation Management System
repository.

PCCD Constable Query

The Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency Constable
Query allows users to search a database containing certified constable
information for all Pennsylvania counties.

PCCD Sheriff/ Deputy
Sheriff Query

The Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency Sheriff/
Deputy Sheriff Query allows users to search a database containing
certified deputy sheriff information for all Pennsylvania counties.

PennDOT In-Transit Tag

The PennDOT In-Transit Tag search allows authorized JNET users to
query PennDOT’s in-transit tag database. In-transit tags are 30 day tags
that are granted by PennDOT to the purchaser of a vehicle who resides
outside of Pennsylvania. These are cardboard tags that are to be used
only from the time the non-resident purchases the vehicle in
Pennsylvania until he or she registers it in their home state.

PennDOT
License/Registration
Pickup

This application provides JNET users with access to PennDOT's lists of
expired and revoked driver’s licenses and vehicle registrations. Search
results include a link to map depicting the location of the subject’s home
address and surrounding area.

Application

Description

PennDOT Photos/History

Provides JNET users with access to PennDOT's current and historical
driver’s license and photo records, as well as certified driving records.
Also includes license suspension information, emergency contact
information and CDL medical certification information.

PennDOT Vehicle
Inspection and Emissions

The PennDOT vehicle inspection and emissions query allows JNET users
the ability to quickly obtain inspection or emissions station information.
It also assists law enforcement in identifying fraudulent inspection
stickers.

PennDOT Vehicle
Registration

Provides JNET users with access to PennDOT's certified vehicle records.

Pre-sentence Investigation
(PSI) Index

Allows authorized JNET users to search for AOPC pre-sentence related
court documents by defendant information, docket number or county.

Protection from Abuse
Database (PFAD)

The Protection from Abuse application searches the PFA Database from
the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence.

PSP CLEAN PortalXL

Provides JNET criminal history (CH) users with a fully functional webbased PSP CLEAN terminal. Provides access to the Pennsylvania SexOffender Registration Tool (PA SORT) in addition to numerous federal
law enforcement data sources.

Sentencing Guidelines
Software (SGS Web)

This is a web-based application developed by the Pennsylvania
Commission on Sentencing (PCS). SGS Web provides official sentencing
guidelines, calculations and history to the courts of Pennsylvania via
JNET.

Statistical Reports

Includes nine reports summarizing usage of the JNET system by county,
hourly analysis of JNET usage, successful warrant submissions, county
jail and adult probation reporting, pre-sentence information, and JNET
notification use.

User Transaction Log
Lookup Report

Allows users to easily search through log files to document their JNET
transactions. This application includes all user log entries collected by
JNET.

WebCPIN

This web based application provides access to the Commonwealth
Photo Imaging Network (CPIN) which includes over five million photos
from arrest/booking centers, state and county probation and parole,
state and county prisons and NY/NJ High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
(HIDTA). WebCPIN provides the functionality to create photo lineups,
perform investigative searches and print wanted/missing person
posters.

Application

Description

Web Services Monitoring
Tool

The Web Services Monitoring tool provides users with the status of JNET
web services. The application displays availability of the web service, as
well as the date and time of the last successful transaction processed for
that specific system.

JNET Data Providers
Commonwealth Law Enforcement Assistance Network (CLEAN)
National Crime Information Center (NCIC)
National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (NLETS)
Interstate Identification Index (III)
Interstate Photo Imaging Network (IPIN)
Pennsylvania State Police (PSP)
Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts (AOPC)
Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole (PBPP)
Pennsylvania Department of Corrections (DOC)
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT)
Pennsylvania Juvenile Court Judges Commission (JCJC)
Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencing (PCS)
Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency (PCCD)
Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare Automated Child Support Enforcement System (PACSES)
Department of Health (DOH)
Department of Human Services (DHS)
Department of Labor and Industry (DLI)
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DNR)
Mid-Atlantic Regional Information Sharing (MARIS)
Pennsylvania Coalition against Domestic Violence (PCADV)

55 Pennsylvania County Prisons
54 Pennsylvania County Probation Offices

Appendix B
JNET Messages
Web Service
Address Service

Type of Service
Query Service

All-Terrain Vehicle
(ATV) and
Snowmobile
Service (DCNR)

Query Service

Arrest Message
(PSP)

Event Message Service

Birth Certificate
(DOH)

Request/Reply Service

Child Support
Warrant (DHS)

Event Message Service

Description
While manually running queries through multiple
systems can be time-consuming and mistake-prone,
the JNET Address Service provides you with address
information from 11 different sources with a single
submission to: AOPC, County Adult Probation and
Parole, County Prisons, DOC, DHS, DRO warrants,
JCJC, PBPP, PennDOT, PSP and WebCPIN.
With this service, you can search for All-Terrain
Vehicle (ATV) and snowmobile registrations through
the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources (DCNR) Snowmobile/ATV Section
returning: owner, co-owner, address, registration
and title information related to the vehicle in
question.
With this service, you can subscribe to messages
from the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) regarding
all arrests where the individual has been
fingerprinted. All fingerprints at arrest and booking
are processed through the Automated Fingerprint
Identification System (AFIS) and are then
incorporated into the PSP Commonwealth Law
Enforcement Assistance Network (CLEAN) and made
available to JNET and agency subscribers to the
Arrest Message.
With this service, your system can search for birth
records through the Pennsylvania Department of
Health (DOH). All birth certificates filed with the
Department of Health are available for searching by
basic demographic information.
The Department of Human Services has created a
mechanism to publish information regarding
warrants originating with failure to pay child support
through the Department of Human Service (DHS)
Pennsylvania Child Support Enforcement System
(PACSES). The data is then available to JNET, who,
by request is able to send messages to subscribing
agencies as specific Child Support warrants are
issued and served.

Web Service
Court Case Event
(CCE) Message
(AOPC)

Type of Service
Event Message Service

Court Case
Request/Reply
(AOPC)

Request Reply Service

Deceased Person
Message (DOH)

Event Message Service

Deputy Sheriff and
Constable Contact
Information (PCCD)

Event Message Service

Driver Service
(PennDOT)

Query Service

Description
The Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts
(AOPC) processes all Magisterial District Judge (MDJ)
and Common Pleas Court (CP) criminal court
cases. The AOPC has created a mechanism to
publish in either the MDJ or CP system, Court Case
Event (CCE) information as an event is triggered. It is
then available to JNET, who, by request is able to
send messages to subscribing agencies as specific
CCEs occur.
MDJ: Criminal Case Calendar, Case Initiation,
Lifecycle, Sentencing/Disposition/ Warrant
CP: Bind Over, Calendar, Lifecycle, Sentencing
Disposition, Warrant
The Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts
(AOPC) processes all Pennsylvania criminal court
cases. Agencies may submit an Offense Tracking
Number (OTN) request through this JNET Web
Service to receive a reply containing up-to-date case
information from AOPC related to the OTN.
The Pennsylvania Department of Health (DOH)
serves as the official repository for all records of
deceased persons for the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. The DOH provides a monthly update
of deceased person records, which JNET then batch
processes through the Messaging Infrastructure and
Notification Service. Agencies may subscribe to
these messages.
The Pennsylvania Commission for Crime and
Delinquency (PCCD) has created a mechanism to
publish contact information for Deputy Sheriffs or
Constables. The data is then available to JNET, who,
by request is able to send messages to subscribing
agencies as changes such as adding, updating or
deleting are made to the information records.
The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(PennDOT) issues, maintains and retains records for
all driver’s licenses in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. PennDOT allows JNET to broker this
information to subscribing agencies. The agency
system can then query PennDOT driver information,
history, photographs and verification of license
records securely through JNET. Positive matches are
then returned to the agency system.

Web Service
Driver's Address
Change Message
(PennDOT)

Type of Service
Event Message Service

Electronic Filing (EFiling) Court or
Case Filing (AOPC)

Request/Reply Service

Electronic
Reporting (ER)
Adult Probation
and Parole (ER2P)
(PBPP)

Event Message Service

Electronic
Event Message Service
Reporting and
Inmate Information
(ERII) County
Prison (DOC)

Description
PennDOT receives tens of thousands of driver’s
address updates each week. As PennDOT processes
each change of address, a message is sent securely
to JNET. The message is then made available to JNET
users through the JNET Messaging Infrastructure
(MI) JNET Notification Service.
The Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts
(AOPC) allows local agencies to electronically file (efile) any proceeding that initiates a new case or
affects an existing case to the appropriate court (via
JNET). E-Filings include criminal complaints, traffic
citations, and docketing events.
JNET ER2P is designed to allow County Adult
Probation and Parole systems to implement and
deploy a web service client in order to publish data
to JNET. It is not a subscription to the web service or
a query service. For these, see the Electronic
Reporting [ER] Inquiry and Subscription Services.
(ER2P is only available for participation by County
Adult Probation and Parole agencies.)
When your Probation and Parole Department
participates in this system, the JNET Electronic
Reporting (ER) functionality then provides adult
probation and parole information from County
Probation and Parole offices to the Pennsylvania
Board of Probation and Parole (PBPP) and the data is
then made available to agencies subscribing to the
JNET ER service.
JNET ERII is designed to allow County Prison systems
to implement and deploy a web service client in
order to publish data to JNET. It is not a subscription
to the web service or a query service. For these, see
the Electronic Reporting [ER] Inquiry and
Subscription Services. (ERII is only available for
participation by County Prisons.)
When your Prison participates in this system, the
JNET Electronic Reporting (ER) functionality then
provides Prison information to the Department of
Corrections (DOC) and the data is then made
available to agencies subscribing to the JNET ER
service.

Web Service
Electronic
Reporting (ER)
Subscription
Service (DOC,
PBPP)

Type of Service
Event Message Service

Employment
Service (DLI)

Query Service

Description
The JNET ER Subscription Service allows authorized
agencies to become secondary recipients of County
Probation and Parole (ER2P) or County Jail (ERII)
messages. The ER Subscription Service brokers and
publishes an exact copy of the original incoming
message to authorized subscribers in a National
Information Exchange Model (NIEM) XML format.
The subscribing agency may then filter the data,
using what fields are relevant for its business needs.
The Department of Labor and Industry (DLI)
Employment Service allows systems to search for
employer and wage information from the DLI
Unemployment Compensation Management System
(UCMS).
Employers covered under the PA Unemployment
Compensation (UC) Law are required to file quarterly
reports showing wages paid to employees. The data
extracted from these quarterly reports are stored in
the UCMS. The UCMS retains the last 16 quarters (4
years) of employee records submitted by the
employer.
This service allows your agency system to query and
receive registered boat, owner, registration, and
alert information through JNET from the
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission.

Fish and Boat
Registration
Service (Fish and
Boat Commission)

Query Service

PA State
Corrections and
Parole Event
Message

Event Message Service

Agencies may subscribe to various events published
by the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections and
Board of Probation and Parole. JNET makes this
information available to subscribing agencies as
specific events occur.

Juvenile Court Case
Event (CCE)
Message (AOPC)

Event Message Service

The Juvenile Court Case Event publication (CCE)
process publishes all Juvenile court case data
concerning court events, case participants,
offense(s), disposition, sentencing, juvenile
detention and warrants to court case subscribers

Offender Inquiry

Query Service

The Offender Inquiry Service allows authorized
systems to access County Offender, County Inmate
and State Parole information through one federated
inquiry. This system-to-system service provides
flexibility in that queries may be for specific
individuals or a search for all offenders contained in

Web Service

Type of Service

Description
one or more counties as well as in one or more of
the contributing databases.

Originating Agency
Identifiers (ORI)
Update Message
(PSP)

Event Message Service

An ORI is used by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) to track all transactions being run through the
federal National Crime Information Center (NCIC).
The Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) office oversees
all Pennsylvania ORIs on their Computerized Criminal
History Records Information (CCHRI) system using an
ORI master index.

Parole Violation
Message (PBPP)

Event Message Service

Photo Service
(PCCD, PennDOT)

Query Service

Sentencing
Guideline
Request/Reply
(PCS)

Request/Reply Service

Sentencing
Guideline Message
(PCS)

Event Message Service

The ORI Update Message allows agencies without
direct access to the index to subscribe to up-to-date
ORI information.
The Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole
(PBPP) supervises all individuals released on parole
from a State Correctional Institution (SCI), special
cases from Commonwealth Common Pleas (CP)
Courts, as well as cases transferred into Pennsylvania
from other jurisdictions. When Offenders under the
supervision of PBPP are found in violation of the
terms of their supervision, the PBPP updates the
offender’s status in their system and shares the
update with JNET once a day at a designated time.
This service allows your agency system to access
PennDOT Driver Photos and History as well as Web
Commonwealth Photo Imaging Network (Web CPIN)
photographs through one federated inquiry. Results
include driver and offender demographic
information, address information, license
information, criminal case information, and physical
characteristics.
With this service, your system can query the
Pennsylvania Sentencing Commission (PCS) and
receive a reply with information relating the specific
sentencing guideline for which you are searching.
This service allows your agency to subscribe to
Sentencing Guideline information as it is published
by the Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencing
(PCS).

Web Service
Vehicle Service
(PennDOT)

Type of Service
Query Service

Wanted Person
Message (PSP)

Event Message Service

Warrant Service
(AOPC, PSP, DHS)

Query Service

Watch List Query
Service

Notification Service

Watch List Update
Service

Notification Service

Description
The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(PennDOT) issues, maintains and retains records of
all vehicle registrations for the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. PennDOT via JNET brokerage, allows
subscriber systems to query PennDOT vehicle
records. When a potential match is made, the
service provides information that can then be used
for forms and reports such as vehicle registration,
history, title, owner, and lessee information.
The Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) process and
submit wanted persons to the National Crime
Information Center (NCIC) and share a message with
JNET.
The Warrant Service allows JNET subscribing
agencies to access data from the Pennsylvania State
Police (PSP) Commonwealth Law Enforcement
Assistance Network (CLEAN), Administrative Office
of the Pennsylvania Courts (AOPC) and Pennsylvania
Child Support Enforcement System (PACSES).
Watch List Query Service requires an agency to
develop and host a Watch List Query Service on their
system using specifications provided by JNET.
Whenever JNET receives event information from
Pennsylvania state agencies or business partners,
JNET invokes the agency’s service to deliver that
event information. The agency Watch List Query
Service would then query the agency’s own database
in an attempt to match any individuals received from
JNET. If any matches are found, the service would
indicate this to JNET in a response and JNET would
then send a notification to designated agency
recipients.
When utilizing the Watch List Update Service, JNET
maintains an agency’s watch list of persons of
interest. JNET compares incoming event messages
against the watch list and delivers notification events
to designated agency recipients. The agency would
call JNET’s Watch List Update Service to maintain
their watch list by adding or removing individuals
from the watch list hosted at JNET

Appendix C
JNET Notifications
Adult and Juvenile Arrest
Out-of-State Arrest (Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia, New York, Washington D.C.) –
available only to DOC, PBPP, County Probation and Parole Departments and County Prisons
State Parole Violation
PSP Wanted Person
PennDOT Driver’s Address Change
DOH Deceased Person Notice
Child Support Warrant
Protection From Abuse Order – Requires approval from the PA Coalition against Domestic Violence
County Jail Events
Admission
Permanent Release
Temporary Release
Detainer Update
Escape
Bond Update
County Probation Events
Offender Supervision Effective Date
Offender Supervision Closed
Absconder Message
Offender Change of Address
Court Case Events
CP Bind over
CP Sentencing
CP Warrant
MDJ Court Case Initiation
MDJ Sentencing
MDJ Warrant
PennDOT Driver Query Audit

